"The resources are very expensive so when we buy them we want them to be used as must as possible. So it is the library's responsibility as well to promote these new acquisitions." -Mr. Antero Laiho, Head of Collections University Library of Turku, Finland pliant statistics will allow you to compare your usage with other libraries in various stages of eBook adoption.
Review / Renew
After three to six months of use, interview your users and evaluate their future needs. Contact your publisher to plan the upcoming year's renewals and purchases and discuss the technology and processes that might meet their emerging needs. Publishers should provide tools, case studies, and client references to address the majority of these needs, and any new suggestions will drive business and product development in the future.
That information can be in the form of MARC Records, or URL lists that can be inserted in the OPAC, Linkresolvers, as well as A-Z lists.
Communicate to Users
To get the most out from eBook investments, promote your collection to users. Check your publisher's Website for on-site and remote training, banner ads, downloadable posters, and other promotional aids. Also use email, intranets, and departmental forums to spread the word.
Download Usage Statistics
Evaluate the speed at which users are embracing your eBook collection and the research methods they are adopting. COUNTER-com-ATG Special Report -Promoting and Embedding E-textbooks: The Library Challenge 1 held a workshop with UK higher education librarians to acquire a deeper understanding of the issues that librarians and information professionals face when promoting and embedding e-textbooks into learning and teaching processes. The workshop aimed, by taking into account the local issues that librarians face on a daily basis, to identify how JISC Collections, publishers and eBook aggregators could assist and coordinate with librarians. The workshop was timely for two reasons; first, as part of the National E-book Observatory Project, 2 JISC Collections had just made freely available to all UK HE institutions four eBook collections consisting of key course texts for UK HE taught course students (as selected by UK HE librarians); and secondly, with publishers and aggregators exploring making e-textbooks available through libraries, it is necessary to revise current promotional methods in light of the new supply chain.
A publisher, an aggregator, a librarian and a VLE expert were invited to present case studies of how they promote e-textbooks and the challenges and issues that they face. What was evident from these presentations was that the lack of available e-textbooks and eBooks for taught course students meant that there was little or no current practice to discuss.
Sue McKnight, Director of Libraries and Knowledge, Nottingham Trent University, explained that in gathering evidence for her case study she invited fellow librarians across the UK to share practices. The silence that greeted Sue meant that she had to re-focus her presentation on eBooks in general. The presentation from the publisher also focused on eBooks rather than e-textbooks, looking at how they could promote them rather than how they were promoting them. . Traditionally, publishers have focused their promotion on academics as course adoption leads to bookshop stock, library stock, and of course, student sales. With the plethora of information available online and with students increasingly expecting the library to provide them with access to their course texts what will this mean for the publisher's traditional process of promotion? In the thoughts of many at the workshop was that publishers have not been promoting, or even mentioning eBooks to their academics. One reason for this may be that in the e-textbook chain a conflict of interest arises whereby the publisher does not really want to risk any potential print sales loss and so does not talk to the academic about electronic versions. The result is that even if an eBook is available for that text, the academic does not know this and does not place a link on their reading list. It is the library that has to bear the brunt of this as students come in and complain that their course text are not available or are already out when actually, they could have simply logged in and accessed them online.
Publishers know that students first consult their reading lists and course handbooks either in print or through the VLE. They know that students will then use Google and the library catalogue to find the texts and only then do they actually look at the textbook. If publishers know this then shouldn't they be promoting the eBook to the academic and getting it on the reading list? It appears that publishers are simultaneously trying to sell e-textbooks and not sell them. Meanwhile the student, particularly distance learners and part time students are let down by their library.
For the aggregator, who already has a range of tools that that they use to promote the eBooks in their collections to librarians, it is the link with the academic that is missing. But is this their role if publishers already have a route that they can use there? Aggregators provide a centralized service to librarians and publishers but that service does not currently cover promotion. At the moment the publisher is responsible for promoting to the academic and the aggregator to the librarian with neither talking to each other about their strategies. What is required is for the publisher to collaborate with librarians and academic together and for The R2 Digital Library is an electronic book platform that offers a unique business model for digital content.
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516-07 RIT 8"x4.75" Against The Grain Ad 12/13/07 1:21 PM Page 1 Special Report -Promoting and ... from page 48 aggregators and publishers to work together rather than in isolation of each other. Surely a collaborative promotional method would work in both their interests?
At the moment, the coordinating role is left to the librarian who must integrate the MARC records, raise awareness, liaise with academic staff on selection and reading lists management, run information literacy training courses for academics and students, keep the library Website up to date, talk to the VLE owners and integrate the eBooks into the VLE. What is hugely frustrating at the moment, as Richard Cross, a VLE expert explained, is that the lack of coordination by publishers, aggregators, library management systems and VLE providers is actually preventing the creation of a virtual learning environment that is intuitive, scalable, seamless and easy for students and academics to use. The impact that this has is that academics find unhelpful workarounds that are not intuitive, do not aid the discovery of eBooks, do not encourage students to use eBooks and often, make the VLE team reluctant to let the academics have any control over content integration, which in turn slows the development of the VLE. Each vendor is working in its own silo, creating bespoke solutions with their own standards that in fact, prevent the seamless interoperable environment that is required to promote and embed eBooks that support taught course students.
The message from the presentations was quite clear; a holistic approach to promotion is required, where publishers, aggregators, librarians, VLE vendors, LMS vendors, academics and JISC Collections all work together to ensure that cross promotion is occurring to ensure that it is easy to embed e-textbooks in teaching and learning environments. With this in mind, the librarians attending the workshop were split into groups and invited to discuss the following questions and come up with priorities for each:
1 One of the top priorities identified was the need for a single point of resource discovery facilitated through a comprehensive catalogue of free, quality assured MARC records of all eBooks available with links to all the content and platform providers. Such a one-stop-shop would help librarians to overcome the confusion that currently exists as to what is and what isn't available and allow them to select eBooks in consultation with their academics. In addition, quality assured MARC records would mean faster integration into catalogues which in turn would raise awareness of the availability of eBooks within the institution. JISC Collections, as part of the National E-book Observatory Project, created a central location where MARC records for the eBooks licensed in the project were deposited, quality assured, and made available for download. The National E-book Observatory Catalogue Records (NEOCaR) highlighted some very important issues regarding the quality of the MARC records and the allocation of electronic book ISBNs. With this evidence, JISC Collections in collaboration with the JISC E-books Working Group and other key organizations will be exploring how best to facilitate the creation of national catalogue that includes quality metadata that meets the needs of librarians.
The second priority identified was the need for a tool to compare the functionality and standards compliance of the eBook platforms. UK librarians, at the moment, tend not to have a preferred platform provider. 4 Rather, they are testing platforms and being forced to take some platforms to get the eBooks that they need. A comparison tool would allow librarians to quickly see which platforms would meet the needs of their users in terms of use. JISC Collections had developed the Academic Database Assessment Tool 5 to allows librarians to compare databases. This has now been expanded to include eBook aggregator platforms. It will be interesting to see what impact it has on aggregator's development programmes -will they re-focus, will one aggregator become more popular than another and what will they do to develop their USP?
The librarians also agreed that JISC Collections should continue its advocacy role and represent their needs to publishers, aggregators, VLE, and LMS vendors. JISC Collections is in a great position to be coordinating and raising awareness of the importance of complying with standards and providing licensing conditions that are more customer focused and include the provision of better and easily integrated promotional tools by the eBook provider. Librarians suggested that JISC Collections should demand platforms providers meet a minimum set of standards as identified by librarians and technology experts within institutions. JISC Collections is taking this idea to its E-books Working Group and looking into what the best method is to get the platform providers to adopt JISC standards, use of the JISC E-books Model Licence 6 and JISC banding -is it a MOU or is it JISC Collections endorsement? In addition, as part of the National E-book Observatory Project JISC Collections is undertaking 12 eBook workshops to explore the value of e-textbooks, what models librarians would like and what the utopia of e-textbooks is in UK HE. The results of these 12 workshops will be disseminated to publishers and aggregators at the London Book Fair. Combined with the results from the observatory project JISC Collections hopes that new and innovative models for promotion, licensing and pricing will arise.
What can eBook publishers and aggregators do to help librarians address these challenges?
The first thing that publishers and aggregators can do is take a consultative and collaborative approach to marketing, collection development, licensing models, platform functionality and standards compliance. Librarians would like to be listened to and included in discussions that publishers have with academics. The academic is central to the embedding of eBooks and e-textbooks and the publisher can aid this process by ensuring that when they are talking to academics, they tell the academic if the library has access to the eBook.
Librarians can also provide valuable advice and expertise to help publishers and aggregators take intelligent gambles and improve their services and promotional methods. Librarians listen to the gripes of their users, they are constantly striving to keep up with and learn about new trends and information seeking behaviour. Their knowledge is valuable; they should be championed rather than passed by.
After the sell has been made, librarians would like to see more focus on customer service from publishers and aggregators. In particular, they would like promotional material to focus on the value of the eBook in relation to their courses, subject areas etc, rather than Special Report -Promoting and ... from page 49 on the platform functionality. Students need simplicity with flexibility. They don't care who published what book, they don't care about the battle between aggregator platforms. All they care about is getting access to the texts on their reading lists for free, wherever they are and whenever they want. Students want to be able to find their e-textbooks easily and make use of them in the manner that suits their subject, course and learning style. Publishers and aggregators need to be providing promotional materials aimed at helping the librarian make sure that staff and students are aware of what is available to them. Personalisation is the key word here. Customisable emails, RSS feeds into the VLE course areas of newly available e-books, RSS feeds into the library website, case studies of how academics have adopted and used an e-textbook in their course, simple SMS texts templates, podcasts on how to use a platform, placement of university logo on the platform, wikis where students can share experiences and ideas of how they have used the eBook for their courses etc. In the online environment, selling the e-textbook alone is not enough, the promotional and customer services provided will increasingly become central to decisions regarding acquisition.
Standards were of course another of the top priorities identified. Publishers and aggregators have to raise their level of standards compliance and they have to use open standards as currently they are restricting the effectiveness of their platforms and the integration of the eBooks. It is again a case of collaboration; to succeed they must understand why it is important to implement standards and what standards are required, this must come from collaboration with librarians, academics, students, technical experts, LMS vendors and VLE vendors. All those involved in provision of eBooks a n d m a n a g e m e n t systems need to link together. doc. This report was commissioned by the JISC E-books Working Group to explores the demand for, a feasibility of, JISC Collections getting involved in stimulating the eBooks marketing into making available core and recommended reading text online. This report provided the evidence required to gain funding for the JISC National E-book Observatory Project and was very well received within the HE community. 4. The UK HE consultation carried out as part of the eBooks project found that the majority of institutions were still trialling platforms or being forced to use a variety of platforms due to content availability. 5. http://www.jisc-adat.com 6. http://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/model_licence.aspx eBooks, need to be developed and librarians are keen that publishers and aggregators take onboard the findings from the National E-book Observatory Project and realize that flexible and transparent licensing doesn't mean giving content away but is the key to generating more sales.
The last question that librarians were asked to consider was how might new technologies be used to help promote and embed the use of e-textbooks in education?
Whilst there are many technologies available that fall into the Web 2.0 bracket, the librarians were conscious that not all of their users are digital natives and that promoting and embedding should not exclude users that are not technologically adept. They were aware that their promotion role would need to constantly evolve as their users would -how does a librarian prepare for the post digital natives when their searching and technological habits are not known yet?
The answer requires librarians to keep apace with new tools, studies on user behaviour and information literacy skills, and to get out the library and continually interact with the academics and students. Again, collaboration and sharing are essential to the knowledge transfer between librarians, if one institution finds an effective way of creating a reading list using del.icio.us or Library Thing with direct access to the eBook from the VLE, it benefits all if this can be shared, that is, as long the technology is open and interoperable! Technology that enables easy discovery and use such as plug-ins and widgets that can be re-purposed into various spaces were favoured by librarians as well as RSS feeds to keep staff and students up to date. Librarians also agreed that the library catalogue has potential to include user comments and reviews of eBooks which may spur other students to use eBooks. If reviews and comments could be tagged, academics could also link this to the VLE sections. There was also call for videos and blogs to be created either by academic or students to promote the use of eBooks in teaching and learning. Librarians were interested in taking advantage of hand held devices and learning more about how eBook readers can be used to provide students with all their reading, whether a chapter, a whole e-textbook or a journal article. And last but not least librarians were also very keen to see the e-textbook evolve into a collection of content that takes advantage of the new tools and technologies available. If each individual e-textbook was a dynamic and interactive website with video, assessments, podcasts that slotted into an uber eBook collection that was cross searchable, easy to use with constant updates, automatic archiving and interoperable standards wouldn't life be easy! However the value will be realized much quicker if publishers, librarians, and aggregators really understand the challenges they each face and collaborate to create holistic promotional techniques that capture the attention of the academics and the students. No one should be sitting back and observing. Everyone needs to be pro-active. It's time, as Sue McKnight so simply put it, "to get funky and switched on."
